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BEST BUY - I got a promotion what should I expect ? 
  
I recently got promoted to an assistant manager. I dont know what to expect. I been a 
supervisor for about a year now, but Im not for sure if Im ready for assistant manager position. 
What should I expect ? 

max_benz 05-26-2008 05:02 PM

Been there done that. as assistant manager you will get blamed for all of the ma>nagers 
mistakes keep paper work my friend. 

the clk man 05-26-2008 05:05 PM

Wow. They should have made me a manager then. How did you like the position ? 

max_benz 05-26-2008 05:06 PM

AM @ BB? maybe now you can afford that Jag. 

yoseyman 05-26-2008 05:11 PM

Quote: 

I didn't, I knew right away that I was more talented than him then I started my own shop. If you 
have a talent, use to your own advantage. 

the clk man 05-26-2008 05:25 PM

Originally Posted by max_benz (Post 2902111)  
Wow. They should have made me a manager then. How did you like the position ? 

Well Im only going to work at Best Buy for 4 more months, then Im back to Harlem, NYC. Im not 

max_benz 05-26-2008 05:28 PM
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tellin my manager Im leaving. Im just going to quit at the end of summer. 

Additional hours. You'll get to cover shifts for the losers who need to be bailed out. After 
covering their shifts you'll go and bail out the losers. You'll get to drive the losers to and from 
work until their court date, and then you'll get to drive them to court. 
 
The fat girl with really bad acne and a tattoo that reads "FUCK THIS JOB" who you drove to her 
court date will press rape charges against you so that her real babydaddy won't be mad that she 
got knocked-up. 
 
Somebody you've never seen before will shoot you in the parking lot after closing one night 
because he was told you were carrying the deposit. 
 
It's not a bad gig.... 

barberhauler 05-26-2008 05:28 PM

Quote: 

God damned I must quit exotic dancing and join Best Buy so I can afford a 55:cool:. So how 
much are they paying you to bullshit people? 

drewprof 05-26-2008 05:30 PM

Originally Posted by max_benz (Post 2902148)  
Well Im only going to work at Best Buy for 4 more months, then Im back to Harlem, 
NYC. Im not tellin my manager Im leaving. Im just going to quit at the end of summer. 

Man are you wise. 

the clk man 05-26-2008 05:31 PM

Quote: 

You failed to mention the people who will berate you when you ask for identification. 

Digmenow 05-26-2008 06:25 PM

Originally Posted by barberhauler (Post 2902149)  
It's not a bad gig.... 

bottomline1 05-26-2008 06:29 PM
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Quote: 

Remain humble. And remember, everyone gets promoted to their highest level of incompetence. 

Originally Posted by max_benz (Post 2902101)  
I recently got promoted to an assistant manager. I dont know what to expect. I been a 
supervisor for about a year now, but Im not for sure if Im ready for assistant manager 
position. What should I expect ? 

Quote: 

is this based on your: "Age and experience beats youth and intelligence, everytime." ? 
How can be humble at my job?  
 

drewprof 05-26-2008 06:31 PM

Originally Posted by bottomline1 (Post 2902255)  
Remain humble. And remember, everyone gets promoted to their highest level of 
incompetence. 
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Oh goody now you can be the one the manager blames all the screw ups that they make on...... 
the best way to survive that position is document everything and put it / get it in writting.... 
because it is the verbal items that come back to screw ya... and oh yeah keep a copy of 
everything.... 

MBLR 05-26-2008 06:32 PM

Quote: 

yoseyman 05-26-2008 06:33 PM
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To get fucked up the ass 

Originally Posted by max_benz (Post 2902101)  
I recently got promoted to an assistant manager. I dont know what to expect. I been a 
supervisor for about a year now, but Im not for sure if Im ready for assistant manager 
position. What should I expect ? 

Quote: 

We only berate you when you ask for positive identification. As if we keep 6.6Billion pieces of 
negative identification in our wallets. 

mcbear 05-26-2008 06:36 PM

Originally Posted by Digmenow (Post 2902248)  
You failed to mention the people who will berate you when you ask for identification. 

I think Carl sagan said it best when he said , billions and billions of words that say WHAT. 

the clk man 05-26-2008 06:36 PM

Quote: 

 
 
Given a typewriter and enough time, I am sure that you could retype everything ever typed on 
the OT. 

barberhauler 05-26-2008 06:38 PM

Originally Posted by MBLR (Post 2902260)  
Oh goody now you can be the one the manager blames all the screw ups that they make 
on...... the best way to survive that position is document everything and put it / get it in 
writting.... because it is the verbal items that come back to screw ya... and oh yeah keep 
a copy of everything.... 

Don't forget when you type my posts expect a @$%#^ to admonish you with no respect. 

the clk man 05-26-2008 06:41 PM
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I, for one, think the new program of welcoming newcomers is going FABULOUSLY. :rolleyes: 
:rotfl: 

QBNCGAR 05-26-2008 07:02 PM

However, diminishing trolls needs help. 

yoseyman 05-26-2008 07:05 PM

Quote: 

At least no one has mentioned politics yet. whoops. 

joelschneider 05-26-2008 07:06 PM

Originally Posted by QBNCGAR (Post 2902309)  
I, for one, think the new program of welcoming newcomers is going FABULOUSLY. 
:rolleyes: :rotfl: 

Quote: 

These threads are not always about you, Narcissus. 

bottomline1 05-26-2008 07:50 PM

Originally Posted by drewprof (Post 2902259)  
is this based on your: "Age and experience beats youth and intelligence, everytime." ? 
How can be humble at my job?  

Bar close early? 

barberhauler 05-26-2008 07:52 PM

Quote: 

MBLR 05-26-2008 08:38 PM

Originally Posted by QBNCGAR (Post 2902309)  
I, for one, think the new program of welcoming newcomers is going FABULOUSLY. 
:rolleyes: :rotfl: 
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ummmm oh yea did I mention to keep a Jar of Vaseline on hand too?:teach: 

Quote: 

Expect to have your car repo'd. Unless Daddy bought it for you.:p 

DestroyerW140 05-26-2008 08:57 PM

Originally Posted by max_benz (Post 2902101)  
I recently got promoted to an assistant manager. I dont know what to expect. I been a 
supervisor for about a year now, but Im not for sure if Im ready for assistant manager 
position. What should I expect ? 

Quote: 

Yosey has a thing for Best Buy management:D 

DestroyerW140 05-26-2008 08:59 PM

Originally Posted by yoseyman (Post 2902266)  
To get fucked up the ass 

All times are GMT -7. The time now is 12:50 AM.
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